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QUAX COLLABORATION ROADMAP (2021-2025) LNL

LNF

! DM axion search (axion-photon coupling) by scanning (8.5 � 11) GHz frequency range at KSVZ sensitivity

! LNL and LNF INFN laboratories will work in synergy, operating in different mass ranges and using
different low noise amplifiers and single microwave photon detectors.

! EU and US collaborations for the integration of:
1. high-Q cavities (SQMS, Superconducting Quantum Materials and Systems Center, led by Fermilab)
2. state-of-the-art itinerant microwave photon counters (Quantronics group, Saclay)
3. traveling wave PA (N. Roch group, Néel Institute in Grenoble)
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HALOSCOPE - resonant search for axion DM in the Galactic halo

� original proposal by P. Sikivie (1983)
� search for axions as cold dark matter constituent: SHM from ⇤CDM, local DM density ⇢

! signal is a line with 10�6 relative width in the energy(! frequency) spectrum
! + sharp (10�11) components due to non-thermalized

� an axion may interact with a strong ~B field to produce a photon of a specific frequency (! ma)
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QUAX COLLABORATION ROADMAP (2021-2025)
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In conclusion, the optimization of the magnetic vol-
ume together with the quantum-limited readout and su-
perconductive cavities will allow the LNF haloscope to
perform an axion search with a scan speed up to about
20 MHz per day. Further improvements are expected by
the development of single microwave photons detectors
under study with the SIMP and Supergalax projects (see
below). In the case of a single-photon detector based
on the measurement of the state of a superconducting
qubit, with each qubit coupled to a cavity in the array, a
readout scheme similar to that discussed in [101] will be
used.

C. Data analysis

Data for this experiment comes from the down conver-
sion of the cavity output and subsequent sampling at a
frequency above the cavity linewidth. An O(1) MHz/s
data flux is expected for each cavity. Considering about
3 months of operation per year, a storage of about 1
MHz/s x 100 days x 86400 s = 9 TB for each cavity
per year would be necessary. This number is easily man-
ageable for the LNL haloscope. For the LNF haloscope
employing up to 7 cavities in a larger bandwith, up to 1
GHz, the higher data flux will be reduced by processing
the data with FPGA and writing to disk only the fraction
of power spectrum of interest for the analysis

For the analysis of the data, the QUAX collaboration,
besides using standard FFT and DFT based techniques,
will integrate in the system all the new analysis proce-
dures that are currently being developed by other groups
searching for DM axion (See [103], [104] and [105]).

D. Summary QUAX-a�: Primako� haloscopes

The best parameters for the two haloscopes in LNF
and LNL are summarized in Table III. By using Equa-
tion (9) we have calculate the scanning rates for the two
systems for the case of the KSVZ axion model with 95%
c.l. Two di�erent detector conditions have been consid-
ered, namely in the standard quantum limit (NA = 0.5)
and with extra noise added by the detection chain as
NA = 1.5 photons. As it can be seen, a realistic scan
bandwidth of O(1) GHz should be feasible for both set-
ups. For the LNF haloscope we have assumed to operate
the multicavity scheme in the simpler case with the cavi-
ties tuned at di�erent frequencies. A successful operation
of the cavities at the same frequency would improve the
scanning rate by a further factor Ncav = 7. As it can
be seen, a realistic scan bandwidth of O(1) GHz should
be feasible for both set-ups, thus covering the yet unex-
plored region 8.5 to 11 GHz, corresponding to the axion
mass range from 34 µeV to 44 µeV. Such physics reach
is plotted in Figure 18. With the LNL haloscope, hav-
ing the best peak sensitivity, albeit over a much sharper
band, some longer single runs can be envisaged. With

such runs collected data should have sensitivity to reach
the DFSZ model. We remind that the ratio of the ex-
pected axion power between DFSZ and KSVZ models is
about 1/7.3. For the LNL haloscope this would mean
increasing the single scan time from 69 s to about an
hour.

Of course, if the collaboration will be able to operate a
microwave quantum counter, all the performances will be
boosted by a significant factor, depending on the noise
rate of the detector (See Section VI). In such case, the
studied bandwidth will essentially be limited by the oper-
ating bandwidth of the counter, and reaching the DFSZ
model line will be a trustable goal.

TABLE III. Summary of the characteristics of the two QUAX
Sikivie Haloscopes.

LNF LNL

Magnetic field 9 T 14 T

Magnet length 40 cm 50 cm

Magnet inner diameter 9 cm 12 cm

Frequency range 8.5 - 10 GHz 9.5 - 11 GHz

Cavity type Hybrid SC Dielectric

Scanning type Inserted rod Mobile cylinder

Number of cavities 7 1

Cavity length 0.3 m 0.4 m

Cavity diameter 25.5 mm 58 mm

Cavity mode TM010 pseudoTM030

Single volume 1.5 · 10�4 m3 1.5 · 10�4 m3

Total volume 7�0.15 liters 0.15 liters

Q0 300 000 1 000 000

Single scan bandwidth 630 kHz 30 kHz

Axion power 7 � 1.2 · 10�23 W 0.99 · 10�22 W

Preamplifier TWJPA/INRIM DJJAA/Grenoble

Operating temperature 30 mK 30 mK

Performance for KSVZ model at 95% c.l. with NA = 0.5

Noise Temperature 0.43 K 0.5 K

Single scan time 3100 s 69 s

Scan speed 18 MHz/day 40 MHz/day

Performance for KSVZ model at 95% c.l. with NA = 1.5

Noise Temperature 0.86 K 1 K

Single scan time 12500 s 280 s

Scan speed 4.5 MHz/day 10 MHz/day
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OUTLINE

1. data analysis results of July 2021 run with high-Q dielectric resonator
8 T-field, HEMT readout, 1 MHz-tuning at 10.353 GHz (ma = 42.8 µeV)

2. TWPA-based amplification chain characterization
generic input test cavity

3. July 2022 run with the dielectric resonator (⌫030 = 10.353 GHz)
8 T-field, TWPA readout at 10 GHz

4. Single Microwave Photon Detectors for “itinerant” photons:
· preparation of a transmon based-SMPD haloscope readout experiment

3 T-field, 7 GHz NbTi cavity, 10 MHz-tuning
· preliminary results obtained a underdamped Josephson junction (L.

Kuzmin) coupled to a generic input test cavity

 NbTi cavity
 

trasmon-based SMPD 

PD-LNL	2022	achievements – III - RF	Cavity

First	realization	of	a	dielectric	cavity	made	by	
two	concentric	sapphire	cylinders	to	operate	in	
a	strong	magnetic	field

Exceptional	Q	value	~	10	Million	in	an	8	T	field
down	to	100	milliKelvin,	Tunability=	1	MHz
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 dielectric cavity

 TWPA amplifier

PD-LNL	2022	achievement – II – TWPA	ampli

This	allowed	us	to	start	testing	a	new	
Quantum	Limited	rf	amplifier provided	
us	from	Nicholas	Roch	(Grenoble)

Large	bandwidth	~	1	GHz

Noise	T	~	2	photons

T	noise =	2	Kelvin	with	8	Tesla

Possible	improvements	expected
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DIELECTRIC CAVITY
PD-LNL	2022	achievements – III - RF	Cavity

First	realization	of	a	dielectric	cavity	made	by	
two	concentric	sapphire	cylinders	to	operate	in	
a	strong	magnetic	field

Exceptional	Q	value	~	10	Million	in	an	8	T	field
down	to	100	milliKelvin,	Tunability=	1	MHz

PD-LNL	2022	achievements – III - RF	Cavity

First	realization	of	a	dielectric	cavity	made	by	
two	concentric	sapphire	cylinders	to	operate	in	
a	strong	magnetic	field

Exceptional	Q	value	~	10	Million	in	an	8	T	field
down	to	100	milliKelvin,	Tunability=	1	MHz

HIGH-Q MICROWAVE DIELECTRIC RESONATOR... PHYS. REV. APPLIED 17, 054013 (2022)
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FIG. 1. (a) Cavity model (not to scale) and relevant dimensions in mm. Teflon pins are shown in orange. (b) Three-dimensional
cavity model (to scale, half length) with copper external cylinder (light yellow), sapphire tubes (violet), Teflon pins (red) and sapphire
rods employed for tuning the cavity frequency (light blue). (c) Electric field profile of the TM030 mode and (d) surface loss calculated
via finite-element method (FEM) simulations for a fraction of the overall cavity volume, with normalized color scale in V/m and
W/m2, respectively. (e) Surface loss in the cone structure.

where Ts is the system noise temperature [17]. Note that
this expression gives the nominal scan rate, and an effi-
ciency factor should be added to account for dead time
during data runs. rf cavities host transverse electric (TEmnl)
modes, transverse magnetic (TMmnl) modes, and trans-
verse electromagnetic (TEMmnl) modes. If B0 = B0z, the
TE and TEM modes both lack axial E-field components,
resulting in null form factors. The modes that have nonzero
form factors, and so of interest for axion detection, are the
TM modes. For the TM010 mode the form factor is C010 =
0.69, while it is significantly smaller in higher-order modes
(C020 = 0.13 and C030 = 0.053).

A haloscope cavity must be operated under multitesla
magnetic fields, that prevent the utilization of bulk nio-
bium to reach high-quality factors as is typically done in
particle acceleration [29] and the conventional approach
has been to use copper right-circular cylinder cavities.
A most promising technology to reach high-Q resonators
for haloscope search is based on utilization of films of
high-magnetic-field tolerant, type-II superconductors such
as NbTi, NbSn3, or REBCO. Copper cavities sputtered
with type-II superconductors as NbTi and Nb1−xTixN films
have been investigated at liquid helium temperature under
dc magnetic fields up to 6 T, and the results of this search
show that almost a factor 6 is lost at 6 T starting from Q0 =
1.4 × 106 measured at null field with a cavity resonant at
14.4 GHz, and rapidly decreasing for greater fields [30].
Nonetheless, the Q0B2 factor for this cavity at B = 2 T is
still 5 times higher than in Cu, and it has been used to probe
axions [31], setting the limit gaγ γ < 1.03 × 10−12 GeV−1

for about 37 µeV mass (9.08 GHz). Low loss in 8-T
magnetic field has also been accomplished with a biax-
ially textured YBCO cavity resonant at 6.9 GHz, with
Q0 ∼ 3 × 105 [32].

A strategy to probe for heavier axions is to increase V by
employing multiple cell cavities to efficiently exploit the
volume available in the bore of a superconducting solenoid
[33], or to use long filter-based rectangular cavities when
big volume dipolar magnets are available, as those that
have been dismissed by LHC [34].

The highest frequency pathfinder run has been con-
ducted using a copper cavity resonant at 26 GHz [35],
even though in the 10–100 GHz frequency range the main
experimental thrust is driven by the magnetized disc and
mirror axion (MADMAX) project [36], in which a sys-
tem of layers with alternating dielectric constants is used to
obtain an enhanced axion-photon conversion. In this range
an alternative class of thin-shell cavities has been recently
proposed [37].

The dielectric cavity idea is based on dielectric materials
properly placed inside traditional cylindrical resonant cav-
ities, operated in TM modes of higher order [24]. Proof-of-
concept experiments, including demonstration of a tuning
mechanism, have been reported for a prototype Teflon-
wedge dielectric cavity at room temperature, following
accurate design based on results from finite-element mod-
eling [28]. Highly pure aluminum oxide (99.7% Al2O3)
was chosen as the dielectric material in a work by a dif-
ferent group, that investigated at 4 K the mode mixing of
the TM030 mode with other cavity modes while tuning its
frequency in the range (7.02–7.32) GHz [26].

Frequency-tuning mechanisms in conventional exper-
iments are based on transverse symmetry breaking by
displacing one [16] or multiple [38] metallic cylindrical
rods. This can be performed by means of piezoactuators
or cryogenic motors. To demonstrate the resonator’s effec-
tive tunability, careful comparison of simulation results
and in situ tests are needed to address the problem of mode
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FIG. 2. Cavity dissipation according to the simulation. Loss in
copper is represented in orange, that for sapphire is in blue. For
comparison, we report in the same plot experimental data.

used to measure the temperature. To ensure proper cooling
of the cavity components, the chamber is loaded with He
exchange gas. Figure 3 shows the unloaded quality factor
measured at different temperatures in the range 4.2–293 K,
together with simulation results. Deviations from the data
trend are observed when the TM030 mode mixes with other
TE or TEM cavity modes.

While discrepancy between experimental data and the
simulation results is within 20% at room temperature, we

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the unloaded cavity qual-
ity factor. The light blue circles and black cross correspond to
data series acquired during two different cooling runs. Red dia-
mond data points are the values of quality factors obtained from
the simulation. Gray data points are acquired when mode cross-
ings occur. Inset: temperature dependence of the TM030 mode
frequency. Note that the resonant frequency values obtained from
the simulations are shifted by 121 MHz to match the value
measured at 4 K.

FIG. 4. Unloaded quality factor versus applied magnetic field.
Diamond data points are acquired during magnetic field ramp
down. Inset: corresponding frequency shift. Note that at about
5 T the cavity frequency shifts by about 1.7 kHz, value compa-
rable to the unloaded cavity linewidth !f = f /Q0 ! 1.1 kHz.
This small shift is presumably due to a sudden mechanical read-
justment of some cavity component, that takes place during ramp
up of the magnetic field. We verify that the cavity is stable for
several hours once the high-field value is set.

observe in Fig. 3 an increasing deviation when the cav-
ity is cooled down, suggesting that the dielectric losses in
sapphire play a role also at low temperature. As shown
in the inset of Fig. 3 the overall frequency shift of about
28 MHz predicted by the simulations for the temperature
change from 293 to 4.2 K, is in good agreement with the
experimental results.

V. MEASUREMENTS AT LIQUID HELIUM
TEMPERATURE IN HIGH MAGNETIC FIELDS

As this resonator is targeted to axion detection, it is
useful to measure its parameters under intense magnetic
fields. Bulk copper undergoes magnetoresistance [47], but
as shown in recent studies [48], the fractional change in
quality factor of copper resonators immersed in B fields
between 6 to 10 T is always positive, of about 2%. Figure 4
shows the results of measurements with the present dielec-
tric cavity inserted inside the 150-mm-diameter bore of an
8.1-T superconducting (SC) magnet of length 500 mm.

The magnet, manufactured by Cryogenic Ltd [49], was
cooled in LHe and can be ramped up to a maximum of 8
T over less than 1 h. To record the quality factor versus
B-field dependence, we manually set current values using
smaller steps between 0 and 2 T, and larger ones after-
wards. Different regimes can be identified in the measured
quality factor versus B-field plot: a rapid increase up to
0.8 T, a knee between 0.8 and 2 T followed by a small
growth up to approximately 5 T. For values exceeding 5

054013-6

• copper cavity with dielectric shells /
“dielectric boosted” resonator concept
Phys. Rev. Appl. 14, 044051 (2020)
J. Phys. G47 035203 (2020)

• the shells allow for shaping the cavity fields to
suppress ohmic losses at the copper boundaries

� higher order modes (e.g. TM030) are exploited
C030 = 0.03 (2-shell), upcoming version with
1-shell has C030 = 0.47 (df/dt / C2Q)

⌦ paramagnetic impurities in sapphire have indeed
several zero point field transitions around the
TM030 frequency

⌦ their energy change at the rate df/dB ⇠ 28 GHz/T
! at high B-fields they are completely swept
away from ⌫c

Phys. Rev. Appl. 17, 054013 (2022)
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MEASUREMENT SCHEME

• two weeks data taking (June 2021)
• cavity excess-power searched in a small frequency band

about 10.353 GHz (⇠ 42.8µ eV axion mass)

• three different configurations:
1. � ' 1, i.e. QL > Qa
2. � ' 6, i.e. QL ' Qa
3. � > 14, i.e. QL < Qa

• Tsys = 17.3 ± 1 K Tsys =
P0

kBg3

3

a. looking to the S32 spectra with a VNA, we moved
the cavity frequency to the desired value by act-
ing (inserting) the sapphire triplet for tuning. Nor-
mally, for each sub-run a shift of half the cavity
linewidth with respect to the previous sub-run was
done.

b. we stored the S32 spectra for the resulting cavity-
configuration. This spectrum corresponds to a
reflection-type measurement for the tunable port
of the cavity.

c. we injected along the line L1 a white noise pro-
duced with the amplified noise-source and collected
down-converted low-frequency I and Q spectra with
the ADC. For this run, thermal-input spectra were
usually integrated for about 2-3 minutes.

d. we removed any input to the system and collected
data with the ADC. This step has been chosen to
last 750 data blocks, for a total time of 3000 s. For
each sub-run both the cavity temperatures and the
liquid-helium level in the cryostat are recorded.

The total time needed for a single sub-run is about
one hour. We performed measurements only during the
day, so that a typical day started with the liquid helium
refilling of the cryostat, followed by the magnet charging
lasting about 40 minutes. Considering that at the end
of the day we needed to discharge the magnet for safety
reasons, in a typical day we recorded about 5-6 sub-runs.

In this paper we present the results obtained for the
sub-runs with strong cavity-coupling such that QL �
Qa (regime 3), while the other data will be subject of a
di�erent paper. Indeed, extracting the axion signal in a
regime where QL � Qa or even higher poses a series of
issues regarding systematics that necessitate a dedicated
study. For the measurements in regime 3 we dealt with a
loaded quality-factor QL ⇠ 3� 105, which is much larger
than the typical values used by other running-haloscopes,
where such value was never in excess of 105 (with the
exemption of our previous measurement [26]).

3. Noise temperature and gain

We measured the system noise-temperature at the be-
ginning, at the end and in the middle of the global data
taking period. This procedure [40] consists in measuring
precisely the gains of the three lines L1, L2 and L3 from
the point A1 in Figure 1. The knowledge of the gains al-
lows us to extract the system noise-temperature from the
measurement of the noise level at the output of line L3.
Gain measurement is obtained by feeding a calibrated
power-level with the signal generator either from L1 or
L2, and reading the outputs at L3 for inputs from both
inputs lines or at L1, for an input from L2 only. The last
measurement is only possible when the tunable antenna
has a significant coupling to the cavity, therefore only at

the cavity resonant frequency. On the contrary, to exploit
the cavity reflection, the measurement from L2 to L3 is
done at a frequency just o� the cavity resonance. Figure
2 shows the power measured at the output of line L3 by
feeding power into L1 (red points) or L2 (blue points).
For each measure, we estimated the gains and the inter-
cepts at zero, P0, with a fit with a linear function. The
transmission coe�cient from input L2 to output L1 is
done in a similar way. Combining these results, we com-
puted the gains from A1 to L1, L2, L3 as (g1, g2, g3)
= (-48.3, -39.3, 52) dB, respectively. We computed the
system noise-temperature as

Tsys =
P0

kBBg3
(1)

obtaining Tsys = 17.3 ± 1 K. Here, kB is the Boltz-
mann constant and B the resolution bandwidth. This
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FIG. 2. Power output at the line L3 with variable input at the
lines L1 (red) and L2 (blue). For the L1 input a rf signal at
the cavity resonance-frequency is used, while for the L2 input
the frequency is detuned by 1 MHz from the cavity resonance.
Measurements are performed with a spectrum analyser taking
500 RMS averages of a 100 MHz window with a resolution
bandwidth B = 1 MHz.

particular value of the noise temperature was obtained
with the magnetic field on at the end of the last day of
run, at the end of the sessions with regime 3. Previous
measurements, performed with the magnet o�, were in
agreement with this one. The cause of the large noise-
temperature observed was identified in a malfunction of
the cryo HEMT exhibiting a quite high added noise. Af-
ter the run, we measured its added noise separately find-
ing a value about 10-12 K. The HEMT was then sent
to the factory for repair, and now shows an equivalent
noise-temperature of 4.5 K.

4. Raw data processing

As described in II 2, we measured, for each subrun,
the values of the cavity parameters by taking a reflec-
tion spectrum on the pick-up antenna, and a transmission
spectrum with a thermal-noise source feeding power into

• a posteriori measured TA = 10 � 12 K instead of the nominal
noise temperature of 4.5 K, cryo HEMT sent for repair

2

in a 8 T maximum magnetic field, not shown in the fig-
ure, generated by a 150 mm diameter bore of 500 mm
length superconducting magnet. When the magnet is
driven by a 92 A current, the e�ective squared field over
the cavity length amount to 50.8 T2. The microwave cav-
ity is read by a tunable monopole antenna with coupling
�. This is obtained by acting on a manually-controlled
mechanical feed-through, that allows for � values in the
range 0.01 to 20. A weakly coupled port (coupling about
0.01) is used for calibration purposes and is connected to
the room temperature electronics by means of line L1. To
avoid thermal power inputs from room temperature, a 20
dB attenuation is inserted on L1. Cavity tuning was ob-
tained by displacing triplets of 2mm-diameter sapphire
rods relative to the top and bottom cavity endcaps [39].
Again, independent motion of the two triplets is obtained
by manually controlled mechanical feed-throughs.
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FIG. 1. Schematics of the experimental apparatus. The mi-
crowave cavity (orange) is immersed in the uniform magnetic
field (not shown) generated by the magnet. C1, C2 and C3
are circulators, HP is a 8 GHz high pass filter, cryo HEMT
and HEMT are High Electron Mobility Transistors. Attenu-
ators are shown with their reduction factor in decibels. The
horizontal blue line identifies the boundaries of the cryogenic
stages of the apparatus. KF 40 are rf feed-through with ISO-
KF 40 flanges.

The power collected by the tunable antenna is ampli-
fied by a cryogenic high electron mobility transistor am-
plifier (cryo HEMT in figure), isolated from the cavity
by means of the circulators C1 and C2. The output of
the cryo HEMT is filtered and then transmitted along
line L3 to the room temperature electronics, where it is
first amplified by a room temperature HEMT and then
processed for data storage. The room temperature chain
is the same used in our previous measurements [26]: the

HEMT output is frequency down-converted using a mixer
with the local oscillator frequency set to a value about
500 kHz below the cavity resonance. The low frequency
in phase and quadrature outputs of the mixer are ampli-
fied and then sampled with a 2 Ms/s analog to digital
converter (ADC) and stored on a computer for o� line
data analysis. Data storage is done with blocks of about
4 s of sampled data for both output channels of the mixer.
An auxiliary line L2 is used for calibration purposes: it
is connected to the line L3 by means of the circulator C1,
and 32 dB of attenuation prevents thermal leakage from
room temperature components.

The room temperature electronic features also a Vector
Network Analyser (VNA) for measurement of the scatter-
ing parameters S12 (input from line L2 - output from line
L1), S31 and S32. From these scattering parameters it is
possible to derive the loaded quality factor QL, resonance
frequency fc and coupling � of the tunable antenna. A
diode noise source, having an equivalent noise temper-
ature of about 104 K, can be fed to line L1 for testing
after being amplified in such a way to have an equivalent
noise temperature inside the microwave cavity slightly in
excess of the thermodynamic temperature. A microwave
signal generator and a microwave spectrum analyser are
used for the measurement of the system noise tempera-
ture as described below. All rf generators, the VNA and
the spectrum analyser are frequency locked to a GPS
disciplined reference oscillator.

Following the figure, all components below the hori-
zontal blue line sectioning the 4K region are enclosed in
a vacuum chamber immersed in a liquid helium cryostat.
A Ruthenium Oxide thermometer measures the temper-
ature of the cavity.

2. Data taking

In a data taking run performed over a two weeks period
in June 2021 we searched for an axion signal as a cav-
ity excess-power in a small frequency band about 10.353
GHz, i.e. about an axion mass of 42.8 µeV. As shown in
[39], the unloaded Q factor of our microwave cavity is of
several millions, well in excess of the axion quality factor
Qa = 106.

We decided to perform measurements for three dif-
ferent values of the cavity loaded quality-factor QL =
Q0/(1 + �):

1) � � 1, i.e. QL > Qa

2) � � 6, i.e. QL � Qa

3) � � 14, i.e. QL � Qa

The total data taking session comprised 8 sub-runs in
regime 1, 33 sub-runs in regime 2 and 11 sub-runs in
regime 3. We performed the following steps for each sub-
run:
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RESULTS
1. � ' 1, i.e. QL > Qa

2. � ' 6, i.e. QL ' Qa

3. � > 14, i.e. QL < Qa

issues regarding possible systematics for
cases 1) and 2) �! we focused on QL < Qa,
with QL ⇠ 3 ⇥ 105

� Haystac data analysis procedure
� even with a very bad receiver, to

operate the high-Q cavity allowed for
probing realistic QCD axion models,
only marginally outside the
benchmark QCD axion band

� axion mass not accessible to other
running experiments

Results submitted for publication last week
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FIG. 4. FFT cavity power spectrum (blue dots) and SG filter
(black line). �c = 10.3534149 GHz, QL = 354000

(3000 s). The distribution of the cumulative normalized-
residuals from all the datasets is shown in Fig. 5 along
with a Gaussian fit, showing a standard deviation com-
patible with 1.

FIG. 5. Distribution of the cumulative residuals from each
dataset normalized to the �Dicke .

We use the Least-Squares method to estimate the best
value ĝa�� for the axion-photon coupling, by minimizing
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where the � index runs over the Nscan datasets taken
with di�erent cavity resonant-frequencies, the index i
runs over the frequency bins of each power spectrum,
Ri� and Si� are the residuals and the expected power
signals for the scan � and frequency bin i, respectively.

Si� is calculated as the integral in the frequency domain
of equation (4) multiplied by the spectrum of the full
standard halo model distribution [44].

We express the expected power as S�,i(ma, g2
a��) =

g2
a�� T�,i(ma), and analytically minimize Eq. (6) by solv-
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where g2 is the average squared coupling-constant that
accounts for the contributions of all the frequency bins
of all the datasets, and �2(g2) is its variance. Again,
� spans from 1 to Nscan while i from 1 to Nbin. We
repeated this procedure for di�erent values of ma and
calculated g2 and �(g2) for axions masses in the range
42.8210 � 42.8223 µeV.

A candidate discovery requires the detection of a power
excess larger than 5� above the noise, hence in the distri-
bution of g2/�(g2). We did not find any candidate (see
Fig. 6) and the result is interpreted as an exclusion test
in this axion-mass range.

FIG. 6. Histogram of the g2/�(g2) distribution calculated
using Eqs. (8) and (9). No excess above 5� was observed.
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So far, we did not consider the e�ciency of the SG
filter in estimating the axion signal. In order to quan-
tify it, we run a Monte Carlo simulation where a fake
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axion signal, with a known g2
injected, is numerically in-

serted in simulated power-spectra with di�erent �c. We
used Eq. (8) to estimate the g2 for each injected signal
(gg2

calculated), and determined the e�ciency from the re-
lation between g2

calculated and g2
injected. We simulated the

cavity power-spectra by adding random Gaussian noise
(mean=0, sigma=�Dicke, random values extracted be-
tween 0 and ± �Dicke, according to a Gaussian PDF) to
the SG filters. For a given axion mass, ma, the esti-
mation of the e�ciency works as follows: 1) for each
data set we calculate a simulated spectrum; 2) a fake
axion signal with a known g2

injected is injected in the sim-

ulated spectra; 3) Eq. (8) is used to compute g2
calculated;

4) points 2 and 3 are repeated for di�erent values of
g2
injected; 5) points 2-4 are repeated for a new set of sim-

ulated spectra in order to increase the statistics. The
output of this procedure is a distribution of g2

calculated
for each value of g2

injected. The relation between g2
injected

and the mean of g2
calculated, calculated accounting for

the contribution of all the datasets, is shown in Figure
7 for axion proper frequency faxion=10.35341562 GHz,
g2
injected = [0.01, 1.755, 6.502, 14.25, 25] � 10�26 GeV�2,

and for 100 simulated spectra.

FIG. 7. Relation between g2
injected and the mean of the

g2
calculated distribution (blue points), along with the best linear

fit parameters. The belt represents the standard deviation of
the distribution of g2

calculated obtained after 100 simulations.

The distribution of g2
injected vs g2

calculated shows a linear
relation with slope very close to 3 and an intercept di�er-
ent from zero. These features are valid for all the axion
masses not in the immediate proximity of the edge of the
power spectrum, where the slope deviates considerably
from 3. The slope of this linear relation is interpreted as
the inverse of the estimation e�ciency. If we neglect the
intercept, then g2

calculated/g2
injected ⇠ 1/3, i.e. an estima-

tion e�ciency of about 0.33. The intercept represents a

contribution to the g2
calculated given by the average noise

of the simulated spectra for a given ma.
Once we corrected the estimated g2 by the filter e�-

ciency, we calculated the limit on the axion-photon cou-
pling with a 90% confidence level as in [26], using a power
constrained procedure for the g2 that under fluctuates be-
low �� [46]. In Fig. 8 we show the calculated upper-limit
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FIG. 8. The 90% single-sided C.L. upper limit for
the axion coupling constant ga�� as a function of the
axion mass. The red solid curve represents the expected
limit in the case of no signal. The yellow region indi-
cates the QCD axion model band. Image realized using:
https://github.com/cajohare/AxionLimits

gCL
a�� in the axion mass range 42.821�42.8223 µeV, i.e. a

mass window of about 1.32 neV centered in 42.8216 µeV.
The reference upper-limit of this analysis is the value
at the maximum sensitivity (the minimum spectrum re-
ported in Fig. 8, gCL

a�� < 0.731 � 10�13 GeV�1 at 90%
C.L.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We reported the results of the search of galactic axions
using an high-Q dielectric haloscope. The investigated
mass range is 42.8210 � 42.8223 µeV. We set a limit
for the axion-photon coupling a factor about 4 from the
axion-QCD band. We demonstrated the robustness of
this detection approach and the importance of working
with a high Q cavity in the search for axions. In fact, we
managed to reach a sensitivity that almost touches the
QCD band, even though the equivalent thermal noise of
our system was very high (about 17 K) due to an exper-
imental setback, and the detection e�ciency was consid-
ered. In future experiments of this kind the sensitivity
could be further improved, reducing the overall noise and
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OUTLINE

1. data analysis results of July 2021 run with high-Q dielectric resonator
8 T-field, HEMT readout, 1 MHz-tuning at 10.353 GHz (ma = 42.8 µeV)

2. TWPA-based amplification chain characterization
generic input test cavity

3. July 2022 run with the dielectric resonator (⌫030 = 10.353 GHz)
8 T-field, TWPA readout at 10 GHz

4. preparation of a single microwave photon counter (SMPD) experiment
3 T-field, 7 GHz NbTi cavity, 10 MHz-tuning

 NbTi cavity
 

trasmon-based SMPD 

PD-LNL	2022	achievements – III - RF	Cavity

First	realization	of	a	dielectric	cavity	made	by	
two	concentric	sapphire	cylinders	to	operate	in	
a	strong	magnetic	field

Exceptional	Q	value	~	10	Million	in	an	8	T	field
down	to	100	milliKelvin,	Tunability=	1	MHz
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two	concentric	sapphire	cylinders	to	operate	in	
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Exceptional	Q	value	~	10	Million	in	an	8	T	field
down	to	100	milliKelvin,	Tunability=	1	MHz

 dielectric cavity

 TWPA amplifier

PD-LNL	2022	achievement – II – TWPA	ampli

This	allowed	us	to	start	testing	a	new	
Quantum	Limited	rf	amplifier provided	
us	from	Nicholas	Roch	(Grenoble)

Large	bandwidth	~	1	GHz

Noise	T	~	2	photons

T	noise =	2	Kelvin	with	8	Tesla

Possible	improvements	expected
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TRAVELING WAVE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIERS

In haloscope search amplifiers with quantum-limited noise performance and ⇠ GHz amplification bandwidth
are needed.
Standard resonant parametric amplification puts a constraint on the amplification bandwidth. This limitation
can be overcome with TWPAs.

RESONANT vs. TRAVELING-WAVE PAS

• Standard resonant parametric amplification puts a constraint on 
the amplification bandwidth

9

• Traveling-wave amplification overcomes this limitation

TWPA
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Josephson metamaterial and Reversed-Kerr phase matching

• tunable, nonlinear unit element is the “snail”
• phase matching between pump, signal and idler fields is

accomplished via reversed kerr phase matching

standard quantum limit. We also plot the theoretical simulation
of the noise obtained by numerically solving the coupled
differential Eqs. (2) and (3), along with noise source term49

arising from dielectric losses. As these losses are power
dependent, we plot the theoretical simulation results as the band
between low power and high power losses (see “Methods”
section). We note that the theoretical simulation is in good
agreement with the measured noise, indicating that the deviation
from the standard quantum limit is primarily due to the dielectric
losses in the TWPA device. A promising avenue for improvement
of noise performance can be substituting alumina with a low loss
dielectric (for example SiNx or a:SiH53), however, that is beyond
the scope of this article.

We emphasize that it is crucial to include both signal and idler
modes in the noise model whenever a broadband noise source is
used for noise calibration, otherwise the added noise could be
misinterpreted to be better than the actual value by up to a factor
of two31,54. Panels c and d of Fig. 4 explain in details this aspect of
the noise characterization. Panel c depicts a comparison of noise
temperature data at 6.4 GHz fitted to the simple single mode
model (giving NTWPA= 277 mK) and signal-idler two mode
model (giving NTWPA= 400 mK). Although both the models
seem to fit the data, the simple single mode model would give an
underestimated noise temperature. In addition, panel d depicts a
comparison of simulated system output noise at 6.4 GHz with the
simple single mode model and signal-idler two mode model.
When only the signal mode is considered, the gain is
misinterpreted to be higher than the actual value, which leads
to inaccurate normalization of the added noise.

Discussion
We have presented a Josephson meta-material embedded trans-
mission line with in-situ sign reversal of Kerr nonlinearity. To
demonstrate its efficacy, we have shown its use case as a TWPA
with a fundamentally new phase matching mechanism: reversed
Kerr phase matching.

Conversely to previously demonstrated TWPAs, the absence of
gaps in transmission can provide continuous amplification band
with significantly lower gain ripples. Also, it provides in-situ

tunability of the amplification band over an unprecedented range
(gain larger than 15 dB is observed in the entire 4–12 GHz range)
by simply changing the pump frequency. The latter constitute a
notable advantage with respect to previous state of the art
TWPAs, where the pump frequency is constrained by the dis-
persion engineering approach. By exploiting a new nonlinear
optics phase matching mechanism (reversed Kerr phase match-
ing), presented device is extremely promising for a wide range of
amplification applications including multiplexed qubit readout,
KID arrays and dark matter detection.

Apart from amplification, Josephson junction based nonlinear
devices have also emerged as a very promising platform for novel
experiments like generation of non-classical states and photon
detectors, so far demonstrated with resonant structures54–58.
Traveling wave structures with in situ control of the second and
the third order nonlinearities pave the way for broadband
implementations like multi-mode squeezing experiments and
non-destructive traveling wave photon counters7,12,59.

Methods
Device unit cell. The unit cell of the device is composed by a superconducting loop
with three large junctions in one arm and one small junction in the other arm, and
a shunt capacitance to ground Cg. Indicating the phase difference across the small
junction as ϕ and using the flux quantization for a single loop we get that

ϕL ¼
ϕ" ϕext

3
; ð9Þ

where ϕL is the phase difference across the large junction and ϕext= 2πΦext/Φ0 is
the reduced external magnetic flux. Thus, the current through the asymmetric
SQUID can be written as

IðϕÞ ¼ rI0 sin ϕþ I0 sin
ϕ" ϕext

3

! "
; ð10Þ

where I0 is the large junction critical current and r < 1 is the asymmetry ratio.
We can then perform a Taylor expansion about a flux ϕ* such that I(ϕ*)= 0

(steady state),

Iðϕ& þ ϕÞ
I0

¼
dI
dϕ

####
ϕ&
ϕþ

1
2
d2I
dϕ2

####
ϕ&
ϕ2 þ

1
6
d3I
dϕ3

####
ϕ&
ϕ3 þ ::: ð11Þ

We obtain the following approximated expression,

Iðϕ& þ ϕÞ
I0

' eα ϕ" eβðϕÞ2 " eγðϕÞ3; ð12Þ

Fig. 4 Noise characterization. a Noise temperature of the amplification chain (green) and the reversed Kerr TWPA (blue) compared to the standard
quantum limit (SQL) across amplification band in terms of number of added photons. The device is pumped at 8 GHz and tuned to external magnetic flux
Φext/Φ0= 0.5. The blue shadow area indicates the result of the theoretical simulations considering power dependent losses. b Corresponding gain profile.
c Comparison between output noise power fitted to noise models including and excluding idler mode noise input. Ignoring idler mode inaccurately leads to
lower noise temperature estimates. d Comparison of simulated noise output for the noise models including and excluding idler mode with identical TWPA
noise temperature.
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Measuring TWPA performance in a haloscope setup

He3-He4 “wet” dilution refrigerator (refurbished) ! recovery system + compressor at LNLPD-LNL	2022	achievement – I	– DU	Fridge	

1 mW cooling power at 120 mK
Tmc = 55 mK
8 T-magnet, charging at 0.07 mA/s ; a 14 T magnet is coming in 2023
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Measuring TWPA performance in a haloscope setup

Novel, reliable calibration scheme to measure Tn exactly at
the cavity output and without the need for switches nor
heated load.

Measuring receiver gain (A1-L4) and noise power at the
cavity output and same parameters for the TWPA

• inject calibrated signals down L1 and L3
• record spectra at L4 and L1 outputs
• perform straight-line fits to obtain line gains

Pxy
out = Pxy

n + Gxy · Pin (xy) = {14, 34, 31}

A Haloscope Amplification Chain based on a Travelling Wave Parametric Amplifier 2

It is then evident that reducing the system noise temper-
ature is a main challenge for this type of experiments.

B. Amplification chains

The choice of the amplification chain is closely related
to the frequency at which the search for dark matter ax-
ion is conducted. A thorough discussion can be found
in [24]. Most running experiments use a heterodyne or
super-heterodyne detection chain with a linear amplifier
as first stage. The linear amplifier is directly sensing the
output of the antenna coupled to the cavity mode. Re-
cently a more advanced detection scheme has been used
to take advantage of squeezing27.

The experiment QUAX28 is focusing its search e�orts
in a region around 10 GHz. In such a band commercially
available amplifiers are based on High Electron Mobil-
ity Transistor (HEMT) with MMIC technology (mono-
lithic microwave integrated circuits) showing an equiv-
alent noise temperature of the order of (3 ÷ 3.5) K29,30

at the temperature of 4.5 K. The system noise temper-
ature is normally the sum of amplifier equivalent noise
temperature and ambient temperature. Ambient tem-
perature can be reduced by placing the apparatus inside
an ultra cryogenic environment, however HEMTs equiv-
alent noise temperature does not decrease significantly
and they are normally not suitable to be used in such
environments due to their large power dissipation. An-
other solution for the first stage amplification is the use
of Josephson Parametric Amplifiers (JPA)31, that can be
operated at much lower temperature and indeed have al-
ready been used in haloscopes22,32,33. JPAs are quantum
limited amplifiers, having the drawback of being resonant
systems working only in a small frequency region and
with little tuning: a 10 MHz gain profile can normally be
tuned over a few hundreds of MHz34. This limitation has
been overcome by Travelling Wave Parametric Amplifiers
(TWPAs) consisting of nonresonant nonlinear transmis-
sion lines exhibiting amplification bandwidth up to few
GHz35,36. Recently such amplifiers have been used also
for dark matter searches37.

In this paper we will describe an experimental test
conducted on a haloscope amplification chain based on
a TWPA realized using a reversed Kerr phase match-
ing mechanism38. The TWPA will be reading the power
delivered by a microwave cavity, resonating at frequen-
cies typical for the QUAX axion haloscope. The test has
been conducted in the absence of the strong magnetic
field which is used in axion searches, however the set-
up is already equipped with a magnetic shielding and it
will be soon incorporated in a complete haloscope. The
present test is used to define the base working properties
of the detection chain.

The precise measurement of the system noise tempera-
ture is of paramount importance in the assessment of the
results for a haloscope. The standard Y-factor method39

normally uses a variable temperature source accessed by

means of switches. Here we give details of a novel method
that we introduced previously33, with the advantage of
avoiding the need for switches and capable of measuring
the noise temperature exactly at the point of interest,
namely at the haloscope cavity output.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The schematic of the apparatus is reported in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Layout of cryogenic apparatus. Green cables are
superconducting (NbTi), all other RF cables are copper, with
the exception of the cable attached to the weakly coupled
antenna which is stainless steel. The point A1 is the reference
point for the measurement of the system noise temperature.
The connections between the TWPA and the two circulators
C1 and C2 are done with direct SMA male to male adaptors.
KF 40 and KF 25 are feedthroughs mounted on KF 40 flanges,
and CF 16 are feedthroughs mounted on ConFlat 16 flanges.

The element to be read by the TWPA is a cylin-
drical copper cavity of radius 12.88 mm and length 50
mm. Readout is performed by means of a dipole antenna
whose coupling can be manually controlled with a me-
chanical feedthrough manipulator. The cavity relevant
modes that have been used are the following: TM010
with resonant frequency f010 = 8.91 GHz, TM011 at
f011 = 9.42 GHz and TM012 at f012 = 10.77 GHz. The
antenna output is fed onto a circulator (C1) using a su-
perconducting NbTi cable. C1 is directly connected to
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Measuring TWPA performance in a haloscope setup
� overall detection gain, from Gxys

g4 =

s
G14G34

G31

� system equivalent noise temperature, referring noise power
at L4 output to the input:

Pxy
n = g4kTsysB + NSA (xy) = {14, 34}RESULTS

• Figures of merit for complete detection chain:

16

➢ Fit L3 → L4 ➢ Fit L1 → L4

• Figures of merit for the TWPA:
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III. MEASUREMENTS

A. General parameters

The first measurements to be performed are related
to the optimisation of the TWPA working parameters38.
This correspond to the choice of the bias current driv-
ing the superconducting coil and of the pump frequency
and amplitude. By measuring with the VNA the trans-
mission spectra P3 � P5 while varying the dc current
IDC, it is possible to identify the working point of the
TWPA as this where the S parameter S53 has a local
minimum. Indeed, minima are found with a periodicity
of about 4 mA. They are not symmetric around zero due
to the presence of the magnetic field of the circulators
C1 and C3, which are located close to the TWPA. Our
minimum currrent working point have been selected as
IDC = {�1.2, 2.7} mA. The behaviour of the TWPA for
either one of the two values of IDC is equal.

Once the correct magnetic flux on the TWPA has been
selected, the amplifier can be driven with a pump. Im-
portantly, the TWPA used in this work does not rely
on a dispersive feature for phase matching and can then
be pumped at any desired frequency. Then the choice of
the pump frequency and power is directly connected with
the frequency of the signal we want to study. Among the
available cavity resonances, we have selected the mode
TM012 at f012 = 10.77 GHz. The antenna has been al-
most critically coupled to this mode, resulting in a mode
width of about 1 MHz, with a corresponding loaded qual-
ity factor of about 10 000. For this signal frequency a
suitable pump frequency has been found as fP = 9.965
GHz, with IDC = 2.7 mA. Figure 3 shows the gain profile
obtained with a power of �24.3 dBm delivered from the
signal generator PUMP. The actual gain of the TWPA is
estimated by dividing the S53 spectra obtained with the
generator PUMP on and o�. It has to be noted that this
is an upper limit for the gain, since the real gain would be
measured with respect to the situation where the TWPA
is removed from the system and substituted with a quasi-
lossless line. The pump power level has been chosen by
reducing of some fraction of a dB the value showing a
saturation in the gain profile.

B. Lines gains and Noise Temperature

With the TWPA correctly in operation, it is then pos-
sible to complete the characterisation of the system by
measuring the e�ective gain and noise temperature of
the overall detection chain from the cavity output to the
point P4. To this end, calibrated signal are injected and
read along the di�erent lines L1, L3 and L4, to allow the
measurement of the transmission characteristics of all the
lines down to the common reference point given by the
tunable antenna (point A1 of Figure 1). We can define
the following frequency dependent line gains:
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FIG. 3. Gain profile for the TWPA operated with a pump
at the frequency of fP = 9.965 GHz, with a biasing magnetic
field produced by the current IDC = 2.7 mA. A rough estimate
of the gain is simply obtained by subtracting the S53 measure
with pump OFF from that with pump ON.

g1(f): from the point P1 to antenna A1

g3(f): from the point P3 to antenna A1

g4(f): from antenna A1 to the point P4 (Complete de-
tection chain)

Measurements are performed only at a cavity reso-
nance, with the tunable antenna almost critically cou-
pled. Only for g3 a slightly detuned frequency is used,
just o� the cavity resonance.

We then measure the following three transmission
power spectra:

• S41: From P1 to P4

• S43: From P3 to P4

• S13: From P3 to P1

A calibrated signal generator provides as input a pure
tone of di�erent power levels Pi and the output power
levels Po are obtained with a spectrum analyser set to a
specific resolution bandwidth B:

P xy
o = Pn + Pi � Gxy, (xy) = {41, 43, 13} (4)

where Pn is the noise power at the spectrum analyser
and Gxy = gx � gy. The spectra S41 and S43 are those
carrying the information on the noise level in the system:

Pn = g4kBTsysB + Pn
SA (5)

with kB the Boltzmann constant, Tsys the system noise
temperature of the detection chain measured from the
antenna point A1, and Pn

SA the noise floor of the spec-
trum analyser. When measuring S13 the spectrum anal-
yser SA is actually placed at the point P1 and the signal
generator SG is used as input on point P3.

� reduced gain ripples compared to
state-of-the-art TWPAs

� in-situ tunability of amplification
bandwidth over an unprecedented
wide range

arXiv:2205.02053
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Measuring TWPA performance in a haloscope setupRESULTS

• Figures of merit for complete detection chain:

16

➢ Fit L3 → L4 ➢ Fit L1 → L4

• Figures of merit for the TWPA:
� figures of merit for the complete detection chain

g4(dB) = (76.4 ± 0.1) Tsys = (2.01 ± 0.06) K

� figures of merit for the TWPA

GTWPA(dB) = 24 TTWPA ⇡ 1.8 K
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It is then evident that reducing the system noise temper-
ature is a main challenge for this type of experiments.

B. Amplification chains

The choice of the amplification chain is closely related
to the frequency at which the search for dark matter ax-
ion is conducted. A thorough discussion can be found
in [24]. Most running experiments use a heterodyne or
super-heterodyne detection chain with a linear amplifier
as first stage. The linear amplifier is directly sensing the
output of the antenna coupled to the cavity mode. Re-
cently a more advanced detection scheme has been used
to take advantage of squeezing27.

The experiment QUAX28 is focusing its search e�orts
in a region around 10 GHz. In such a band commercially
available amplifiers are based on High Electron Mobil-
ity Transistor (HEMT) with MMIC technology (mono-
lithic microwave integrated circuits) showing an equiv-
alent noise temperature of the order of (3 ÷ 3.5) K29,30

at the temperature of 4.5 K. The system noise temper-
ature is normally the sum of amplifier equivalent noise
temperature and ambient temperature. Ambient tem-
perature can be reduced by placing the apparatus inside
an ultra cryogenic environment, however HEMTs equiv-
alent noise temperature does not decrease significantly
and they are normally not suitable to be used in such
environments due to their large power dissipation. An-
other solution for the first stage amplification is the use
of Josephson Parametric Amplifiers (JPA)31, that can be
operated at much lower temperature and indeed have al-
ready been used in haloscopes22,32,33. JPAs are quantum
limited amplifiers, having the drawback of being resonant
systems working only in a small frequency region and
with little tuning: a 10 MHz gain profile can normally be
tuned over a few hundreds of MHz34. This limitation has
been overcome by Travelling Wave Parametric Amplifiers
(TWPAs) consisting of nonresonant nonlinear transmis-
sion lines exhibiting amplification bandwidth up to few
GHz35,36. Recently such amplifiers have been used also
for dark matter searches37.

In this paper we will describe an experimental test
conducted on a haloscope amplification chain based on
a TWPA realized using a reversed Kerr phase match-
ing mechanism38. The TWPA will be reading the power
delivered by a microwave cavity, resonating at frequen-
cies typical for the QUAX axion haloscope. The test has
been conducted in the absence of the strong magnetic
field which is used in axion searches, however the set-
up is already equipped with a magnetic shielding and it
will be soon incorporated in a complete haloscope. The
present test is used to define the base working properties
of the detection chain.

The precise measurement of the system noise tempera-
ture is of paramount importance in the assessment of the
results for a haloscope. The standard Y-factor method39

normally uses a variable temperature source accessed by

means of switches. Here we give details of a novel method
that we introduced previously33, with the advantage of
avoiding the need for switches and capable of measuring
the noise temperature exactly at the point of interest,
namely at the haloscope cavity output.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The schematic of the apparatus is reported in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Layout of cryogenic apparatus. Green cables are
superconducting (NbTi), all other RF cables are copper, with
the exception of the cable attached to the weakly coupled
antenna which is stainless steel. The point A1 is the reference
point for the measurement of the system noise temperature.
The connections between the TWPA and the two circulators
C1 and C2 are done with direct SMA male to male adaptors.
KF 40 and KF 25 are feedthroughs mounted on KF 40 flanges,
and CF 16 are feedthroughs mounted on ConFlat 16 flanges.

The element to be read by the TWPA is a cylin-
drical copper cavity of radius 12.88 mm and length 50
mm. Readout is performed by means of a dipole antenna
whose coupling can be manually controlled with a me-
chanical feedthrough manipulator. The cavity relevant
modes that have been used are the following: TM010
with resonant frequency f010 = 8.91 GHz, TM011 at
f011 = 9.42 GHz and TM012 at f012 = 10.77 GHz. The
antenna output is fed onto a circulator (C1) using a su-
perconducting NbTi cable. C1 is directly connected to

arXiv:2205.02053
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SMPDS: MOTIVATION

� QUAXa�e, the ferrimagnetic haloscope
Phys. Rev. Lett. 124, 171801 (2020)

� QUAXa�� at 10 GHz

� “Game changer at high frequency and low temperatures” :
a photon counter measures in the energy eigenbasis -
beyond SQL
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INTRODUCTION axion-photon [a�] axion-electron quantum sensing LNL and LNF haloscopes

back to the origins of the QUAX FMR haloscope

ELECTRON COUPLING – QUAX NEW CONCEPT! the FMR haloscope

the axion DM cloud acts as an effective RF magnetic field on the
electron spin exciting magnetic transitions in a magnetized sample
(YIG) ! RF photons

sostituire con disegno modificato: �min = min(�a, �c, tau2) under the condition of strong coupling, sotto ns metti
YIG (Yttrium Iron Garnet) e tuning con campo B sotto a massa (ESR, where the RF field is actually the axion
effective field)

Eur. Phys. J. C   (2018) 78:703 Page 3 of 9  703 

Fig. 1 Transmission spectrum of the hybrid system as a function of
the external field B0, showing the anticrossing curve of the cavity mode
(red dashed line) and Kittel mode (blue dashed line). The coupling g is
defined by Eq. (5)

Fig. 2 Power spectrum of the cavity (blue line), and hybrid modes
calculated for a critically coupled antenna and a sample volume Vs
(orange line) and 5Vs (green line). The used parameters are close to the
experimental values of our apparatus

g = γ

2π

√
µ0h fa
Vm

nsVs = f+ − f−, (5)

where µ0 is vacuum magnetic permeability and Vm = ξVc is
the product of the cavity volume Vc and a mode-dependent
form factor ξ . The linewidths of the hybrid modes k+,− are an
average of the linewidth of the cavity kc and of the material
km , i. e. k+,− = 1

2 (kc + km) ≡ kh . The calculated power
spectral density of an empty cavity and of a cavity with the
volume Vs and 5Vs of material are shown in Fig. 2. The two
hybrid modes are more sensitive to the power deposited by the
axion field since they are not affected by radiation damping,
the minimum relaxation time is τmin = min(τh, τ∇a), where
τh = 1/kh . With an antenna critically coupled to one of the
hybrid resonant modes, the extracted power is Pout = Pin/2.

The scalar product σ̂ · ∇a of Eq. (2) shows that the effect is
directional. Due to earth rotation, an earth-based experiment
experiences a full daily modulation of the signal, due to the
variation of the axion wind direction.

3 The QUAX prototype

To implement the scheme presented in Sect. 2 we use a cylin-
drical copper cavity TM110 mode with resonance frequency
fc $ 13.98 GHz and linewidth kc/2π $ 400 kHz at liq-
uid helium temperature, measured with a critically coupled
antenna. The shape of the cavity is not a regular cylinder, two
symmetric sockets are carved into the cylinder to remove the
angular degeneration of the normal mode, the maximum and
minimum diameters are 26.7 mm and 26.1 mm, and the length
is 50.0 mm. The shape of the cavity and of the mode magnetic
field are shown in Fig. 3. The choice of the TM110 mode has
the advantage of having a uniform maximum magnetic rf field
along the cavity axis. Its volume can be increased just using
a longer cavity without changing the mode resonance fre-
quency. For this mode we calculate a form factor ξ = 0.52
[61]. The cavity mode is coupled to a magnetic material,
thus we studied the properties of several paramagnetic sam-
ples and some ferrites. Highest values of ns together with
long relaxation times have been found for YIG (Yttrium Iron
Garnet) and GaYIG (Gallium doped YIG). To avoid inho-
mogeneous broadening of the linewidth due to geometrical
demagnetization, these garnets are shaped as highly polished
spheres. Five GaYIG spheres of 1 mm diameter have been
placed in the maximum magnetic field of the mode, which
lies on the axis of the cavity. The spheres are housed inside
a PTFE support large enough to let them rotate in all pos-
sible directions, in order to automatically align the GaYIG
magnetization easy axis with the external magnetic field.

The amplitude of an external magnetic field B0 determines
the Larmor frequency of the electrons. The uniformity of
B0 on all the spheres must be enough to avoid inhomoge-
neous broadening of the ferromagnetic resonance. To achieve
a magnetic field uniformity ≤ 1/Qh , where Qh ∼ 104 is the
quality factor of the hybrid mode, we make use of a supercon-
ducting NbTi cylindrical magnet equipped with a concentric
cylindrical NbTi correction magnet. With B0 = 0.5 T we
have fL $ fc and thus the hybridization of the cavity and
Kittel modes, as discussed in Sect. 2. The power supply of the
main magnet is a high-precision, high-stability current gen-
erator, injecting 15.416 A into the magnet with a precision
better than 1 mA, while a stable current generator provides
26.0 A for the correction magnet. A simplified scheme of the
cavity, material and magnet setup is represented in the left
part of Fig. 4.

In the strong coupling regime, the hybrid mode frequen-
cies are f+ = 14.061 GHz and f− = 13.903 GHz, yielding

123

under the condition of strong coupling

YIG (Yttrium Iron Garnet)

ESR (Electron Spin Resonance)
 the RF field is actually the axion effective field

—> > axion mass tuning with B field!
1.7 T —>  48 GHz

corresponding signal photon rate
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Fig. 1 Transmission spectrum of the hybrid system as a function of
the external field B0, showing the anticrossing curve of the cavity mode
(red dashed line) and Kittel mode (blue dashed line). The coupling g is
defined by Eq. (5)

Fig. 2 Power spectrum of the cavity (blue line), and hybrid modes
calculated for a critically coupled antenna and a sample volume Vs
(orange line) and 5Vs (green line). The used parameters are close to the
experimental values of our apparatus
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where µ0 is vacuum magnetic permeability and Vm = ξVc is
the product of the cavity volume Vc and a mode-dependent
form factor ξ . The linewidths of the hybrid modes k+,− are an
average of the linewidth of the cavity kc and of the material
km , i. e. k+,− = 1

2 (kc + km) ≡ kh . The calculated power
spectral density of an empty cavity and of a cavity with the
volume Vs and 5Vs of material are shown in Fig. 2. The two
hybrid modes are more sensitive to the power deposited by the
axion field since they are not affected by radiation damping,
the minimum relaxation time is τmin = min(τh, τ∇a), where
τh = 1/kh . With an antenna critically coupled to one of the
hybrid resonant modes, the extracted power is Pout = Pin/2.

The scalar product σ̂ · ∇a of Eq. (2) shows that the effect is
directional. Due to earth rotation, an earth-based experiment
experiences a full daily modulation of the signal, due to the
variation of the axion wind direction.

3 The QUAX prototype

To implement the scheme presented in Sect. 2 we use a cylin-
drical copper cavity TM110 mode with resonance frequency
fc $ 13.98 GHz and linewidth kc/2π $ 400 kHz at liq-
uid helium temperature, measured with a critically coupled
antenna. The shape of the cavity is not a regular cylinder, two
symmetric sockets are carved into the cylinder to remove the
angular degeneration of the normal mode, the maximum and
minimum diameters are 26.7 mm and 26.1 mm, and the length
is 50.0 mm. The shape of the cavity and of the mode magnetic
field are shown in Fig. 3. The choice of the TM110 mode has
the advantage of having a uniform maximum magnetic rf field
along the cavity axis. Its volume can be increased just using
a longer cavity without changing the mode resonance fre-
quency. For this mode we calculate a form factor ξ = 0.52
[61]. The cavity mode is coupled to a magnetic material,
thus we studied the properties of several paramagnetic sam-
ples and some ferrites. Highest values of ns together with
long relaxation times have been found for YIG (Yttrium Iron
Garnet) and GaYIG (Gallium doped YIG). To avoid inho-
mogeneous broadening of the linewidth due to geometrical
demagnetization, these garnets are shaped as highly polished
spheres. Five GaYIG spheres of 1 mm diameter have been
placed in the maximum magnetic field of the mode, which
lies on the axis of the cavity. The spheres are housed inside
a PTFE support large enough to let them rotate in all pos-
sible directions, in order to automatically align the GaYIG
magnetization easy axis with the external magnetic field.

The amplitude of an external magnetic field B0 determines
the Larmor frequency of the electrons. The uniformity of
B0 on all the spheres must be enough to avoid inhomoge-
neous broadening of the ferromagnetic resonance. To achieve
a magnetic field uniformity ≤ 1/Qh , where Qh ∼ 104 is the
quality factor of the hybrid mode, we make use of a supercon-
ducting NbTi cylindrical magnet equipped with a concentric
cylindrical NbTi correction magnet. With B0 = 0.5 T we
have fL $ fc and thus the hybridization of the cavity and
Kittel modes, as discussed in Sect. 2. The power supply of the
main magnet is a high-precision, high-stability current gen-
erator, injecting 15.416 A into the magnet with a precision
better than 1 mA, while a stable current generator provides
26.0 A for the correction magnet. A simplified scheme of the
cavity, material and magnet setup is represented in the left
part of Fig. 4.

In the strong coupling regime, the hybrid mode frequen-
cies are f+ = 14.061 GHz and f− = 13.903 GHz, yielding
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SMPDS FOR ITINERANT PHOTONS

A Single Photon Microwave Counter (SMPD) architecture is significantly different whether it is meant for cavity
photons or itinerant (traveling) photons.
We are interested in the itinerant version due to the intense magnetic fields involved in axion search.

SMPD
� detection of individual microwave photons is a challenging

task because of their low energy ⇠ 10�5 eV
� a solution: use “artificial atoms” introduced in circuit QED,

their transition frequencies lie in the ⇠GHz range
� or: rely on a single current-biased Josephson junction (L.

Kuzmin)
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ARTIFICIAL ATOMS: the TRANSMON QUBIT
In Sec. IV, we provide a review of how single- and two-qubit

operations are typically implemented in superconducing circuits, by
using a combination of local magnetic flux control and microwave
drives. In particular, we discuss the family of two-qubit gates arising
from a capacitive coupling between qubits, and introduce several
recent advances that have been demonstrated to achieve high-fidelity
gates, as well as applications in quantum information processing that
use these gates. The continued development of high-fidelity two-qubit
gates in superconducting qubits is a highly active research area. For
this reason, we include sufficient technical details that a reader may
use this review as a starting point to critically assess the pros and cons
of the various gates, as well as develop an appreciation for the types of
gate-engineering already implemented in-state-of-the-art supercon-
ducting quantum processors.

Finally, in Sec. V, we discuss the physics and engineering associ-
ated with the dispersive readout technique, typically used to measure
the individual qubit states in modern quantum processors. After a
discussion of the theory behind dispersive coupling, we give an intro-
duction to design of Purcell filters and the development of quantum-
limited parametric amplifiers (PAs).

II. ENGINEERING QUANTUM CIRCUITS
In this section, we will demonstrate how quantum systems based

on superconducting circuits can be engineered to achieve certain
desired properties. Using the most common qubit modalities, we dis-
cuss how properties such as the qubit transition frequency, anharmo-
nicity, and noise susceptibility can be tailored by the choice of circuit
topology and element parameter values. We also discuss how to engi-
neer the interactions between different quantum systems, in particular,
the cases of qubit-qubit and qubit-resonator couplings.

A. From quantum harmonic oscillator to the transmon
qubit

A quantum mechanical system is governed by the time-
dependent Schr€odinger equation

Ĥ jwðtÞi ¼ i"h
@

@t
jwðtÞi; (1)

where jwðtÞi is the state of the quantum system at time t, "h is the
reduced Planck’s constant h/2p, and Ĥ is the “Hamiltonian” that
describes the total energy of the system. The “hat” is used to indicate
that Ĥ is a quantum operator. As the Schr€odinger equation is a first-
order linear differential equation, the temporal dynamics of the quan-
tum system may be viewed as a straightforward example of a linear
dynamical system with a formal solution

jwðtÞi ¼ e$iĤ t="hjwð0Þi: (2)

The time-independent Hamiltonian Ĥ governs the time evolution of
the system through the operator e$iĤ t="h. Thus, just as with classical
systems, determining the Hamiltonian of a system—whether the clas-
sical Hamiltonian H or its quantum counterpart Ĥ—is the first step to
deriving its dynamical behavior. In Sec. IV, we consider the case when
the Hamiltonian is time-dependent in the context of qubit control.

To understand the dynamics of a superconducting qubit circuit,
it is natural to start with the classical description of a linear LC reso-
nant circuit [Fig. 1(a)]. In this system, energy oscillates between

electrical energy in the capacitor C and magnetic energy in the induc-
tor L. In the following, we will arbitrarily associate the electrical energy
with the “kinetic energy” and the magnetic energy with the “potential
energy” of the oscillator. The instantaneous, time-dependent energy in
each element is derived from its current and voltage

EðtÞ ¼
ðt

$1
Vðt0ÞIðt0Þdt0; (3)

where Vðt0Þ and Iðt0Þ denote the voltage and current of the capacitor
or inductor.

To derive the classical Hamiltonian, we follow the standard
approach used in classical mechanics: the Lagrange-Hamilton formu-
lation. Here, we represent the circuit elements in terms of one of its
generalized circuit coordinates, charge or flux. In the following, we
pick flux, defined as the time integral of the voltage

UðtÞ ¼
ðt

$1
Vðt0Þdt0: (4)

In this example, the voltage at the node is also the branch voltage across
the element. In this section, we will simply refer to these as node vol-
tages and fluxes for convenience. For a more detailed discussion of
nodes and branches in this context, we refer the reader to Ref. 44.

Note that in the following, we could have exchanged our associa-
tions with kinetic energy (momentum coordinate) and potential
energy (position coordinate), and instead start with the charge variable
Q(t), which is the time integral of the current I(t).

By combining Eqs. (3) and (4), using the relations V ¼ L dI=dt
and I ¼ C dV=dt, and applying the integration by parts formula, we

FIG. 1. (a) Circuit for a parallel LC-oscillator (quantum harmonic oscillator, QHO),
with inductance L in parallel with capacitance, C. The superconducting phase on
the island is denoted as /, referencing the ground as zero. (b) Energy potential for
the QHO, where energy levels are equidistantly spaced "hxr apart. (c) Josephson
qubit circuit, where the nonlinear inductance LJ (represented by the Josephson-
subcircuit in the dashed orange box) is shunted by a capacitance, Cs. (d) The
Josephson inductance reshapes the quadratic energy potential (dashed red) into
sinusoidal (solid blue), which yields nonequidistant energy levels. This allows us to
isolate the two lowest energy levels j0i and j1i, forming a computational subspace
with an energy separation "hx01, which is different than "hx12.

Applied Physics Reviews REVIEW scitation.org/journal/are

Appl. Phys. Rev. 6, 021318 (2019); doi: 10.1063/1.5089550 6, 021318-3
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E01 = E1 � E0 = ~!01 6= E02 = E2 � E1 = ~!21
! good two-level atom approximation

control internal state by shining laser tuned at the
transition frequency:
H = �~d · ~E(t), with E(t) = E0 cos !01t

toolkit: capacitor, inductor, wire (all SC)
!01 = 1/

p
LC ⇠ 10 GHz ⇠ 0.5 K

! simple LC circuit is not a good two-level atom
approximation
IJ = Ic sin � V = �0

2⇡
@�
@t

V = �0
2⇡

1
Ic cos �

@IJ
@t = LJ

@IJ
@t

LJ = �0
2⇡

1
Ic cos � NL Josephson inductance
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transmon-based SMPD

In the Quantronics group (CEA, Saclay) a transmon-based counter has been developed and used to make spin
fluorescence measurements, paving the way to single spin flip detection with SMPDs.

R. Lescanne et al, Phys. Rev. X 10, 021038 (2020)
E. Albertinale et al, Nature 600, 434 (2021)
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transmon-based SMPD

In the Quantronics group (CEA, Saclay) a transmon-based counter has been developed and used to make spin
fluorescence measurements, paving the way to single spin flip detection with SMPDs.

R. Lescanne et al, Phys. Rev. X 10, 021038 (2020)
E. Albertinale , Nature 600, 434 (2021)

� a three-step process repeated several times
� qubit reset (R) performed by turning on the pump pulse

+ a weak resonant coherent pulse to the waste port
� detection (D) step with the pump pulse on
� measurement (M) step probes the dispersive shift of the

buffer resonator to infer the qubit state
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QUANTUM SENSING

“Quantum sensing” describes the use of a quantum system, quantum properties or quantum phenomena to perform a
measurement of a physical quantity
Rev. Mod. Phys. 89, 035002 (2017)

1. Use of a quantum object to measure a physical quantity
(classical or quantum). The quantum object is characterized
by quantized energy levels, i.e. electronic, magnetic or
vibrational states of superconducting or spin qubits, neutral
atoms, or trapped ions.

2. Use of quantum coherence (i.e., wave-like spatial or
temporal superposition states) to measure a physical quantity

3. Use of quantum entanglement to improve the sensitivity or
precision of a measurement, beyond what is possible
classically.

12

are

V||(t) = Vz(t) ,

V�(t) = Vx(t) + iVy(t), (7)

where the z direction is defined by the qubit’s quantiza-
tion axis. The corresponding signal Hamiltonian is

ĤV (t) = �Re[V�(t)]�̂x + �Im[V�(t)]�̂y + �V||(t)�̂z . (8)

3. Control Hamiltonian

For most quantum sensing protocols it is required to
manipulate the qubit either before, during, or after the
sensing process. This is achieved via a control Hamilto-
nian Ĥcontrol(t) that allows implementing a standard set
of quantum gates (Nielsen and Chuang, 2000). The most
common gates in quantum sensing include the Hadamard
gate and the Pauli-X and Y gates, or equivalently, a set of
�/2 and � rotations (pulses) around di�erent axes. Ad-
vanced sensing schemes employing more than one sensor
qubit may further require conditional gates, especially
controlled-NOT gates to generate entanglement, Swap
gates to exploit memory qubits, and controlled phase
shifts in quantum phase estimation. Finally, the control
Hamiltonian can include control fields for systematically
tuning the transition frequency �0. This capability is
frequently exploited in noise spectroscopy experiments.

B. The sensing protocol

Quantum sensing experiments typically follow a
generic sequence of sensor initialization, interaction with
the signal, sensor readout and signal estimation. This
sequence can be summarized in the following basic pro-
tocol, which is also sketched in Fig. 2:

1. The quantum sensor is initialized into a known ba-
sis state, for example |0�.

2. The quantum sensor is transformed into the desired
initial sensing state |�0� = Ûa|0�. The transforma-
tion can be carried out using a set of control pulses
represented by the propagator Ûa. In many cases,
|�0� is a superposition state.

3. The quantum sensor evolves under the Hamiltonian
Ĥ [Eq. (2)] for a time t. At the end of the sensing
period, the sensor is in the final sensing state

|�(t)� = ÛH(0, t)|�0� = c0|�0� + c1|�1� , (9)

where ÛH(0, t) is the propagator of Ĥ, |�1� is the
state orthogonal to |�0� and c0, c1 are complex co-
e�cients.

1. Initialize

5. Project, Readout

3. Evolve for time 

4. Transform

2. Transform

6. Repeat and average

“0” with probability 
“1” with probability

7. Estimate signal

FIG. 2 Basic steps of the quantum sensing process.

4. The quantum sensor is transformed into a superpo-
sition of observable readout states |�� = Ûb|�(t)� =
c�
0|0�� + c�

1|1��. For simplicity we assume that the
initialization basis {|0�, |1�} and the readout basis
{|0��, |1��} are the same and that Ûb = Û†

a , but this
is not required. Under these assumptions, the co-
e�cients c�

0 � c0 and c�
1 � c1 represent the overlap

between the initial and final sensing states.

5. The final state of the quantum sensor is read
out. We assume that the readout is projective,
although more general positive-operator-valued-
measure (POVM) measurements may be possi-
ble (Nielsen and Chuang, 2000). The projective
readout is a Bernoulli process that yields an answer
“0” with probability 1� p� and an answer “1” with
probability p�, where p� = |c�

1|2 � p is proportional
to the measurable transition probability,

p = 1 � |c0|2 = |c1|2 (10)

that the qubit changed its state during t. The bi-
nary answer is detected by the measurement appa-
ratus as a physical quantity x, for example, as a
voltage, current, photon count or polarization.

Steps 1-5 represent a single measurement cycle. Because
step 5 gives a binary answer, the measurement cycle
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BASIC PROTOCOL

quantum sensing experiments typically follow a generic sequence of processes known as:

1. sensor initialization into a known basis state

2. interaction with the signal

3. sensor readout

4. signal estimation
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V�(t) = Vx(t) + iVy(t), (7)

where the z direction is defined by the qubit’s quantiza-
tion axis. The corresponding signal Hamiltonian is

ĤV (t) = �Re[V�(t)]�̂x + �Im[V�(t)]�̂y + �V||(t)�̂z . (8)

3. Control Hamiltonian

For most quantum sensing protocols it is required to
manipulate the qubit either before, during, or after the
sensing process. This is achieved via a control Hamilto-
nian Ĥcontrol(t) that allows implementing a standard set
of quantum gates (Nielsen and Chuang, 2000). The most
common gates in quantum sensing include the Hadamard
gate and the Pauli-X and Y gates, or equivalently, a set of
�/2 and � rotations (pulses) around di�erent axes. Ad-
vanced sensing schemes employing more than one sensor
qubit may further require conditional gates, especially
controlled-NOT gates to generate entanglement, Swap
gates to exploit memory qubits, and controlled phase
shifts in quantum phase estimation. Finally, the control
Hamiltonian can include control fields for systematically
tuning the transition frequency �0. This capability is
frequently exploited in noise spectroscopy experiments.

B. The sensing protocol

Quantum sensing experiments typically follow a
generic sequence of sensor initialization, interaction with
the signal, sensor readout and signal estimation. This
sequence can be summarized in the following basic pro-
tocol, which is also sketched in Fig. 2:

1. The quantum sensor is initialized into a known ba-
sis state, for example |0�.

2. The quantum sensor is transformed into the desired
initial sensing state |�0� = Ûa|0�. The transforma-
tion can be carried out using a set of control pulses
represented by the propagator Ûa. In many cases,
|�0� is a superposition state.

3. The quantum sensor evolves under the Hamiltonian
Ĥ [Eq. (2)] for a time t. At the end of the sensing
period, the sensor is in the final sensing state

|�(t)� = ÛH(0, t)|�0� = c0|�0� + c1|�1� , (9)

where ÛH(0, t) is the propagator of Ĥ, |�1� is the
state orthogonal to |�0� and c0, c1 are complex co-
e�cients.

1. Initialize

5. Project, Readout

3. Evolve for time 

4. Transform
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6. Repeat and average

“0” with probability 
“1” with probability

7. Estimate signal

FIG. 2 Basic steps of the quantum sensing process.

4. The quantum sensor is transformed into a superpo-
sition of observable readout states |�� = Ûb|�(t)� =
c�
0|0�� + c�

1|1��. For simplicity we assume that the
initialization basis {|0�, |1�} and the readout basis
{|0��, |1��} are the same and that Ûb = Û†

a , but this
is not required. Under these assumptions, the co-
e�cients c�

0 � c0 and c�
1 � c1 represent the overlap

between the initial and final sensing states.

5. The final state of the quantum sensor is read
out. We assume that the readout is projective,
although more general positive-operator-valued-
measure (POVM) measurements may be possi-
ble (Nielsen and Chuang, 2000). The projective
readout is a Bernoulli process that yields an answer
“0” with probability 1� p� and an answer “1” with
probability p�, where p� = |c�

1|2 � p is proportional
to the measurable transition probability,

p = 1 � |c0|2 = |c1|2 (10)

that the qubit changed its state during t. The bi-
nary answer is detected by the measurement appa-
ratus as a physical quantity x, for example, as a
voltage, current, photon count or polarization.

Steps 1-5 represent a single measurement cycle. Because
step 5 gives a binary answer, the measurement cycle
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PILOT SMPD-HALOSCOPE EXPERIMENT

� copper cavity sputtered with NbTi
magnetron sputtering in INFN-LNL

� right cylinder resonator, TM010 mode
⌫c ⇠ 7.3 GHz to match the new generation SMPD bandwidth
(7.280 - 7.380) GHz

� system of sapphire triplets to tune the cavity frequency
⇠ 10 MHz tuning without impacting Q

� Attocube nanopositioner to change the sapphire rods
position
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PILOT SMPD-HALOSCOPE EXPERIMENT

� copper cavity sputtered with NbTi
magnetron sputtering in INFN-LNL

� right cylinder resonator, TM010 mode
⌫c ⇠ 7.3 GHz to match the new generation SMPD bandwidth
(7.280 - 7.380) GHz

� system of sapphire triplets to tune the cavity frequency
⇠ 10 MHz tuning without impacting Q

� Attocube nanopositioner to change the sapphire rods
position

� developed and tested a 3 T magnet
(U. Gambardella, INFN Salerno)
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More cooling power coming soon. . .

   
Leiden Cryogenics B.V   

Financial Administration 
Galgewater 21, 2311VZ 

Leiden, The Netherlands 
+31.715721824 

www.Leidencryogenics.com 
 

 

 
4 

 

1. Description of the basic model – CF-CS110-1000Maglev-1PT-1T 

 

 

Figure 1. A typical Leiden Cryogenics CF-CS110 dilution refrigerator system with toploading probe 

 

 

 

 

Technical specifications Dilution Cryostat and Dilution unit 

• A motorized lifting table suspends the top flange, the 50K plate, the 3K plate, the dilution 
refrigerator unit, pulse tube insert and the shields. The 50K and 3K plates are cooled by the 

“wet” delfridge from PTB
(ongoing refurbishing)

Leiden Cryogenics
commissioning in October 2022
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Not that practical to use . . . but that’s it!
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Current-biased Josephson Junction

working principle:
I voltage switching of an underdamped JJ
I phase diffusion regime

“washboard potential”

L.S. Kuzmin et al IEEE Trans Appl Supercond 28, 2400505 (2018);
A. L. Pankratov et al npj Quantum Information 8:61 (2022)
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Leiden CF-CS-110-1000 dilution refrigerator with 
8 mK base temperature

9 T magnet from AMI First run with single 8.5 GHz 
OFHC Cu cavity 

Probe KSVZ axions in 1 GHz band at 9 GHz
� Multi cavity for fast scanning rate
� Wide band TWJPA quantum amplifier
� Superconducting cavities

QUAX Haloscope at LNF

1
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• No tuning system yet
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Strongly coupled antenna

Problems during cooldown (related to the Pulse Tube?): 
• We operated with HEMT at 5.5 K and 50K plate at 70K. 
• Operated with lower B field (2.5 instead of 9 T)
• Higher cavity temperature than expected (150 instead of 10mK)
A second Pulse Tube will be installed later this year.
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